
Entrepreneurship Database
Tools and resources to help entrepreneurs and students navigate the complex  
world of small business

LEARNING TO RUN your own business can be scary. The Entrepreneurship Database supports curriculum, 
academic competition, and research for undergraduate and MBA programs as well as other students or 
individuals looking for help to launch new business opportunities. This collection is a central access point 
to a wide variety of unprecedented and unmatched tools and resources with a weekly refresh of content. 

Today’s universities are increasingly pressured to provide students not only with critical thinking skills and 
a solid knowledge foundation within their chosen area, but also with practical skills to help them compete 
for jobs. The Entrepreneurship Database helps to meet this requirement through providing access to key 
scholarship, tools, and resources to support undergraduate and MBA researchers and other individuals 
looking for help launching new business opportunities as they navigate the complex world of small 
business. 

Covering topics such as business, entrepreneurship, small business, and family business, the collection 
centralizes entrepreneurial resources in a variety of formats including journals, industry reports, video clips, 
“how to” books, templated forms, business plan samples, and more from top publishers and brings them 
all together in a specially designed interface helping users quickly find information in which they are most 
interested. Thousands of video clips help prepare students for classroom presentations and business 
case/venture competitions, while tools and resources, such as business plans, marketing plans, forms, 
templates, etc., support class projects and provide supporting materials for competition presentations.

About Entrepreneurship Database:
• Brings together resources to support the theory and practice of entrepreneurship.

• Thousands of video clips help prepare students for classroom presentations and business case/venture 
competitions.

• Tools and resources such as business plans, marketing plans, forms, and templates support class 
projects and provide supporting materials for competition presentations.

• Research and reports provide students with resources to support projects and funding/venture capital 
tasks. 

• Business cases provide faculty with tools to provide real-world examples and projects for curriculum 
building.

• Extends beyond journal content by delivering a diverse collection of resources including video clips, “how 
to” books, templates forms, business plan samples, and more from top publishers.

 “An essential purchase for business schools supporting MBA programs, research libraries 
supporting business and industry-related studies, large public libraries, and corporate libraries. This 
will probably be one of your most-used, practical research tools.” — Cheryl LaGuardia, Research 
Librarian, Harvard University

2011 SIIA Codie Finalist for Best Financial/Market Data Information Service 

To learn more or request a free trial, contact us at www.proquest.com/go/D8646.




